Reinvent: Lesson 1-2
Liza Torrence
Title: Alternative Portraits: What can line represent?
Sequence Theme/Big Idea: Contour line
Grade Level: 4
Time Frame: 80 minutes
Periods: 2

Lesson Narrative: This lesson is meant to explore contour line and the meanings we associate
with line. The students will experiment with various line markings and examine what lines can
represent or communicate. We will look at various portraits and reconsider the definition of a
portrait. Students will use pictures of themselves and/or family member to create a contour
collage on transparent paper.
Lesson Rationale: Contour line is an abstract concept that should be examined in various
contexts, including public spaces and art pieces. By discussing the possibilities and purpose of
line, students will create meaning with line in their alternative portraits. This meaning will
represent their self. Portraits created by artists can look very different from one another.
Students will dissect the idea of a portrait to understand representation of individuality.
Standards:
1PE: Use sensory details and descriptive language to identify and describe universal themes,
subject matter and ideas expressed across arts disciplines.
2PE: Notice and describe different visual effects resulting from artmaking techniques.
4PR: Demonstrate motivation, independence and persistent during studio practices to complete
artworks.
6RE Give and use constructive feedback to produce artworks that achieve learning goals.
Objectives:
The students will…
• experiment with various line markings as a group to examine what lines may represent
or communicate
• evaluate the visual effects of various portraits to reconsider the definition of a portrait
• develop a contour line drawing by consciously choosing significant lines within pictures
of them and their families, while demonstrating motivation while working, independence
in knowing the definition of contour line drawing, and persistence in the craft of their
artwork
• Implement constructive feedback to enhance their contour line drawings
Materials:
• students will be told to bring in at least 4 pictures of themselves and/or their family
members. These pictures should represent who they are and where they come from.
• large brown paper for the class activity on line
• black sharpies
• clear projector sheets
• masking tape
• tracing paper
• pencils
Language Demands/Vocabulary:
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visual effects- how the artwork makes the viewer feel and think
contour line- line that defines a form, detail, edge or an outline of an object or figure
portrait- a representation of a person

Historical Exemplars:

-Kehine Whiley
-Frank Auerbach
-“Like many a fellow international contemporary artist, Tobias Kroeger got his start in graffiti.
Influenced by the New York scene, the German began his graffito career at the tender age of 12
back in 1990, then switched to life as a freelance graphic artist in 1997. A few years ago,
Kroeger shifted again from graphic design and public murals to canvas and contemporary art,
creating “fictional portraits” composed of data fragments and machine parts, exploring what it
means to be human in a digital world. The results evoke both Cubism and Futurism, but look
very much of our times.”
-Carol Schiff- coastline of Florida, mountatins of western North Carolina, Europe
- Ismet Jonuzi: “The War. To feel the fear of the war like me because the drama of subject”
Visual Culture:
• “selfies”
Theoretical Principles and/or Research–Based Best Practices:
• Olivia Gude- knowledge construction, meaning-making, teaching and learning to make
connections beyond school, art as investigation
• John Dewey- teach to students interests
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Patricia Hinchey- constructivist epistemology
Neil Postman & Charles Weingartner- inquiry-based teaching
Nicholas Burbulese & Rupert Berk- Critical thinking

Procedure:
Pre-work (30-40 min)
• Have students bring in 4-5 pictures of them and/or their family. These pictures should
represent who they are, what they like to do and/or where they come from.
• Prepare large paper and markers for line exercise
• Prepare sharpies, transparent sheets and masking tape for tracing
• Pull up portraits on slide projector
In class (Day 1)
• When the students enter the classroom have them gather
around a large table with large paper. Discuss how we will
be exploring line.
o Draw one type of line… what did you draw and why?
o Draw another type of line…. what does this line look
like, represent- what emotion is tied to this line?
o Think of a type of line you have seen outside of this
classroom and draw it… where did you see this
line?
o Draw a symbol using a line… what are symbols?
What can we represent with line? Who created symbols? Are symbols the same
in all countries? What happens if we don’t obey symbols?
o Draw yourself (give them 2 minutes)… What did you draw? Why? Was it hard?
How could we represent you without drawing your face? Do all artists draw when
representing other people or themselves?
o Draw a line that describes your mood right now… why did you choose this? How
can we incorporate this type of line into a representation of you?
o Discuss contour line and define it: line that defines a form, detail, edge or an
outline of an object or figure
•

Portraits
o Mona Lisa: Who is this? Who made this? What can we tell about this person? Is
this a portrait? Why? What materials are used?
o Picasso: Is this a portrait? Who is it? Why does it look different than the last? Is
this what he looks like in real life?
o Frieda Khalo: Who is this? Is this a portrait? What does this tell us about this
person? How did she make it?
o The Scream: Is this a portrait? Why? Who is it? What makes it different? What
materials are used? Is this abstract? What do the lines represent?
o Kehinde Whiley: Who is this? Is this a portrait? Why? Is it realistic? What do you
think his personality is? Why did he choose this background?
o Frank Auerbach: Who is this? Is this a portrait? Why? Is it realistic? Does this
show his personality? Is it abstract? What is line doing in this image?
o Tobias Kroeger: Who is this? Is this a portrait? Why/why not? What is the artist’s
intent?
o Carol Schiff: Who is this? Is this a portrait? Why/why not? Does this show
personality? Is it abstract? What is line doing in this image? What could it
represent about the person?
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Ismet Jonuzi: Who is this? Is this a portrait? Why/why not? Does this show
personality? Is it abstract? What material is this? What is line doing in this
image? What could it represent about the person?
Define portrait as a class: a representation of a person. How is this seen in
contemporary culture? Are selfies portraits? What do they represent?

In class (Day 2)
• Have students show images brought from home and share why these images represent
who they are and where they come from. Be sure to highlight various cultural
backgrounds that are present in the room. Have students talk about favorite activities or
family traditions.
• Introduce project: We are using your photographs to create representations of yourself
through contour line. You will decide which lines are important or significant in
representing you in these pictures. You will trace these lines onto a clear projector sheet.
We will first practice on tracing paper so you can find a good, abstract composition.
Show the finished contour line project.
• Demonstrate tracing with tracing paper using pencil and images. Stress not to draw
directly onto any photographs. In your demonstration, experiment with rotating pictures
and using different details in pictures. Talk about why your pictures are significant to you,
who you are, and why you are choosing certain lines. Hand out tracing paper, pencils,
and help students experiment.
• When a student has a final composition, talk with them why they have chosen certain
lines. Hand out transparent sheets and prompt students to tape their transparent sheets
down to their tracing paper. Trace composition with sharpie.
• Students will work until the end of class. Answer questions and give help making their
contour line drawings. Give constructive feedback to all students and discuss how it will
make their project effective in the future.
Assessment:
+
Student interacted in contour line
experimentation

Student did not interact in contour
line experimentation

+
Student contributed to
conversations about portraits

Student did not contribute to
conversations about portraits
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Outstanding
The student greatly
experimented with
composition and was
persistent in craft- no
messy lines. Their
sharpie drawings look
like their tracing practice
papers. The student
explained the
significance of their
lines. The student
demonstrated
motivation while working
and used feedback to
better his/her artwork

Satisfactory
The student somewhat
experimented with
composition and craft
was decent- few messy
lines. Their sharpie
drawings look similar to
their tracing practice
papers. The student
explained the
significance of their
lines. The student
demonstrated
motivation while working
and used feedback to
better his/her artwork

Needs Improvement
The student did not
experiment with composition
and craft should be
improved- many messy
lines. Their sharpie drawings
look somewhat similar to
their tracing practice papers.
The student did not explain
the significance of their lines.
The student demonstrated
some motivation while
working, but could improve.
The student did not use
feedback to better his/her
artwork

Unsatisfactory
The student did not
complete the
contour line
drawing

Reinvent Lesson 3-4
Liza Torrence
Title: Alternative Portraits- What can color represent?
Sequence Theme/Big Idea: Color
Grade Level: 4
Time Frame: 80 minutes
Periods: 2

Lesson Narrative: This lesson is continuing the learning sequence, “Alternative Portraits.”
Students will explore color relationships through experimentation of different color combinations.
The students will implement intentional color choices within contour lines in their portrait. This
color scheme will represent who they are and/or where they come from. Students will engage in
dialogue of color representation and choose a color that represents their world and how they
see it. Their own representational colors will contrast the background, to show what they give to
the world. Students will discuss these representations during a critique.
Lesson Rationale: Students will transform their contour line drawings into colorful portraits with
thorough intention of colors. They will first experiment with different color palettes, and
eventually choose one that best represents their self. The class will discuss how color
representation can be shown in works, and what color can show. The class will also discuss
perceived color representations of the world, the “cultural climate” of their world and how they
see it, and what they bring to the world.
Standards:
5PE: Link ideas in and design of works of art to the emotions and moods expressed in them.
1PR: Identify, select and vary art materials, tools and processes to achieve desired results in
their artwork.
3PR: Generate ideas and employ a variety of strategies to solve visual problems.
6RE: Give and use constructive feedback to produce artworks that achieve learning goals.
Objectives:
The students will…
• Identify, select and vary color palettes to decide the best representation of themselves
• Explore colors and how they can represent personality
• Explore colors and discuss how they can represent the world and “cultural climate”
• Implement painting strategies and use constructive feedback to enhance portraits
Materials:
• paintbrushes
• q-tips
• paint trays (must hold at least 3 colors)
• acrylic paint (red, yellow, orange, green, blue, purple)
• paper towels
• water
• color wheel print out for each table
• paint shirts
• white paper
Language demands/Vocabulary:
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analogous colors- colors next to each other on the color wheel
complimentary colors- colors opposite of each other on the color wheel
color scheme- colors with intent that make up an image
pigment- the true, unmixed state of a color
cultural climate- how members of a culture perceive or experience the culture
Historical/Multicultural Exemplars:

Visual Culture:
• graffiti

Theoretical Principles and/or Research–Based Best Practices:
• Olivia Gude- knowledge construction, meaning-making, teaching and learning to make
connections beyond school, art as investigation, studio art practices based on diverse
practices
• John Dewey- teach to students interests
• Patricia Hinchey- constructivist epistemology
• Neil Postman & Charles Weingartner- inquiry-based teaching
• Nicholas Burbulese & Rupert Berk- Critical thinking, critical pedagogy
Procedure:
Pre-work (15 min)
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Find brushes of varying size and q-tips for painting
Find acrylic paint for each color on the color wheel (red, yellow, orange, green, blue,
purple) and set out ready to pour
• Set out paint trays
• Fill a cup of water for each table to wash brushes
• Supply paper towels to dry brushes
• Pull up the presentation slides on the smart board
• Put out a lot of white paper per table
In class (Day 1)
• When students enter the classroom, give them a paint shirt. Tell them how we will
continue discussing portraits, but explore color representations.
• Artists/Exemplar projects
o Pollock- What is this picture? Who made it? What colors are used here? What
type of gesture is this artist using? Why? What could it tell us? What do the
colors tell us? Is this a happy picture? Why/why not? Is this a portrait? Why/why
not? What is a portrait?
o Native American art piece- who made this? Why do you think that? Is this a
portrait? What kind of art does this culture make? Why? What are the colors?
What do you think they represent? Do these colors represent an individual or
multiple individuals?
o Faith Ringgold- Who is this? Is this a portrait? What kind of colors do we see?
What do these colors tell us about this individual?
o Faith Ringgold- This is the same artist as the previous. What colors are shown
here? Who are the people in this work? Where are they? Do the colors show
representation of an individual, multiple individuals, or a community? What do
you think the cultural climate is?
o Discuss cultural climate. Who is in Faith’s world? What is in her world? What do
these colors tell us about her world and cultural climate? Who/what is in our
world? What is happening? Look at graffiti. Where do you see this? What is it?
How does this type of art directly related to the world? What does it tell us about
the world? What do the colors represent? If you were to assign a color to the
world, what would it be? Why? How do you affect the world? How do you engage
with it?
§ Discuss personalities: What colors do you add to the world? Why? What
personality traits are in this room? If you were to assign 3 colors to
yourself, what would they be?
• Talk about color scheme in their portraits. They are the colors that make up the image.
What kind of color scheme will you use to represent who you are and where you come
from? Hand out white papers and have students begin with 3 colors. Encourage the
students to use colors that represent themselves. Question them individually. Encourage
them to experiment with color ratio and mixing. Encourage students to keep strong
pigment. Talk about analogous colors, where they are on the color wheel, and what
they might suggest when put together. Talk about complimentary colors, where they
are on the color wheel, and what they might suggest when put together. Have tables
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compare experimentation- discuss visual effects of different schemes.

In class (Day 2)
• Introduce the final steps of the project: students will use 1 color experimentations that
they feel best represents themselves. These colors will be painted on the back of their
transparent sheets. Be conscious of textured marks and mixing. Tell students to only
paint inside contour lines. They may experiment with only painting some interiors and
not others (demo this). Show how to keep the background blank. Talk about how their
colors (personality) will show up in relation to the background (the world). Talk about
how this is a representation of what they can contribute to the world. Share your
metaphor.
• After students paint their interiors, they will use a separate white paper to paint the
exterior. This will be stapled to the back of their transparent sheet when finished. This
color should be chosen by the student.
• After they are done with painting. They will write a reflection on why they chose their
colors, both interior and exterior.
Closure/Critique (will happen on a separate day):
• Have various students read their reflection and talk about their works, showing original
pictures and telling about concept.
• Are these portraits? Why/why not? How is your personality reflected in your chosen
colors? Why did you choose this color to represent the world or cultural climate.
• What did the color experimentation show you? What did the line experimentation show
you?
• What are you giving to the world? Why will this help the world? What does the world
need? How can we help? What can we do in our community to help and show our
colors?
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Assessment:
+
Student contributed to
conversations about color and
cultural climate
Outstanding
The student
implemented extensive
color experimentation
and chose
representational colors.
He/she selected a color
scheme and tools to
achieve his/her desired
results while being
persistent in craftstayed in the lines and
kept strong color
pigment. The student
demonstrated motivation
while working and used
feedback to better
his/her artwork.

Student did not contribute to
conversations about color and
cultural climate

Satisfactory
The student attempted to
implement color
experimentation and chose
representational colors.
He/she selected a color
scheme and tools to
achieve his/her desired
results, but was not
persistent in craft- did not
stay in the lines and kept
strong color pigment. The
student demonstrated
some motivation while
working and used some
feedback to better his/her
artwork.

+
Student discussed color representation
and cultural climate of their work in the
critique

Needs Improvement
The student attempted little
color experimentation and did
not explain representational
colors. He/she selected a
color scheme and tools to
achieve his/her desired
results, but was not persistent
in craft- did not stay in the
lines and kept strong color
pigment. The student
demonstrated little motivation
while working and used some
feedback to better his/her
artwork.

Student did discuss color representation
and cultural climate of their work in the
critique

Unsatisfactory
The student did
not complete the
painting.

